
 
VICTOR 1280-7 with Wireless Data Relay: 

A revolutionary innovation to pair your personal computer and your printing calculator. 
Perfect for Tax Professionals & Serious Number-Crunchers. 

 
 
BOLINGBROOK, IL. (December 10, 2010) – Victor Technology LLC has announced the launch of the 
next generation Victor 1280-7.  The 1280-7 features a revolutionary innovation for printing calculators; it 
connects wirelessly to a computer using the new Wireless Data Relay feature. 
 
Wireless Data Relay is a productivity-enhancing feature that allows the calculator to send figures directly 
to spreadsheets, word processors, tax programs and other computer or web-based software. Forget 
about those unruly and expensive paper rolls; Wireless Data Relay offers the first ever paperless Print-to-
PC printing for easy data recovery and storage. 
 
“It’s easy to use the new 1280-7,” says John Ringlein, Chief Operating Officer at Victor Technology, “all 
you have to do is plug the USB drive into one of the USB ports on your computer.  There is no software to 
install, just plug it in and it’s ready to go.” 
 
Victor’s exclusive Wireless Data Relay offers three exciting new ways to use a printing calculator.   
 

1. Send-to-PC key allows the user to send any result displayed on the calculator directly to the 
computer.  The result appears at the location of the computer’s cursor.  “This feature is especially 
useful for the tax professional that needs to add up several numbers, but only needs the total 
entered into the tax software,” Ringlein explains. 

 
2. Paperless Printing offers the user the opportunity to create a digital tape record on an excel 

spreadsheet, reducing the need for paper rolls and enabling electronic storage of your calculator 
work.   “Print-to-PC mode is a great feature,” Ringlein expounds, “if you are a person who needs 
to keep your work, it is an actual paperless record.” 
 

3. Wireless Keypad mode.  In this mode, the calculator serves as a keypad for the computer and 
the calculator functions are disabled.  “This notable feature is perfect for professionals who prefer 
to enter data with a ten-key’s full-size keyboard.  It helps a person minimize errors and increase 
productivity,” Ringlein advises. 

 
The 1280-7 with Wireless Data Relay is manufactured with 45% recycled plastic, making it an eco-
friendly choice for your office. 
 
“If you’re looking for a full-featured printing calculator that wirelessly sends information to your computer 
and has all the functionality of a premium printing calculator, the Victor 1280-7 is for you,” says Jessi 
Papke, Marketing Team Leader  at Victor Technology. 
 
Victor calculators are available through independent office supply dealers throughout the United States, 
Canada, and Puerto Rico.  To find a dealer near you, contact Victor at 1-800-628-2420, go to 
www.victortech.com or enter “Victor Printing Calculator” in an internet search engine. 
 
For more information on the Victor 1280-7 with Wireless Data Relay, please visit 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bpc6jp-Xr60 
 
About Victor Technology 
Victor Technology has manufactured high quality adding machines and calculators since 1918.  In 1965, 
Victor introduced the first adding machine powered by a microchip.  Today, Victor offers more than 50 
unique and versatile products with exceptional quality and the Industry’s longest warranties.  Victor is The 
Trusted Choice of Professionals. 
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